
Comment for planning application 21/03267/OUT
Application Number 21/03267/OUT

Location OS Parcel 0006 South East Of Baynards House Adjoining A43 Baynards Green

Proposal Outline planning permission (all matters reserved except for access) for the erection of
buildings comprising logistics (Use Class B8) and ancillary Office (Use Class E(g)(i))
floorspace and associated infrastructure; construction of new site access from the B4100;
creation of internal roads and access routes; and hard and soft landscaping

Case Officer David Lowin  
 

Organisation
Name Katherine Jane Newman

Address Mountain Ash Cottage,81 East Street,Fritwell,Bicester,OX27 7QF

Type of Comment  Objection

Type neighbour

Comments As a resident of Fritwell village I am very aware of the level of traffic on the Baynard's Green
roundabout already. Since we moved to the village in 2007 we have seen a huge increase in
traffic cutting through to get to Bicester and Banbury which has caused issues with
speeding, congestion and road safety - especially for my primary age child walking to and
from school on narrow village roads. This proposed development will only increase traffic
congestion, pollution and pressure on local road systems. We moved to the village because
we wanted to live in the countryside - that is being eroded all the time, as are the field
systems between villages in the area with the constant expansion of Bicester, new
developments in Bucknell and extensions to the Kingsmere estate which will see villages like
Chesterton and Bucknell be eaten up and swallowed into a mass of development. The
countryside is worth fighting for because it is peaceful, beautiful, sustainable and clean
compared to sprawling acres of brutalist concrete warehousing to transport 'stuff' that is
killing our planet and destroying natural beauty. Who wants to live in an ugly, concrete
jungle that has covered the good earth we should be protecting? Light pollution, noise
pollution, traffic pollution, congestion, mess, litter filled lay-bys and hideous buildings for the
sake of making somone else, who no doubt lives in a lovely house in a leafy area even
richer! NO thanks.
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